LOW-PROFILE YET HIGH-CLEARANCE
The approach ramp of the Autostacker is shorter than ramps found on other lifts. And yet, Autostacker is also lower-profile than other lifts. That's because the drip-proof galvanized deck is inclined toward the front, making it possible for low-riding sports cars to safely climb aboard. And with 80 inches of total lift, taller vehicles fit comfortably underneath. Autostacker offers the best of both worlds! The post-free design ensures a significantly reduced footprint and increased room to park. Since Autostacker is about the size of a single parking lot space, it immediately doubles your vehicle capacity anywhere you put it!

EASY INSTALLATION
Autostacker is a free-standing, low-profile parking lift without any side posts, which means it stacks easily next to other Autostackers—no surface mounting required. Whether installed on concrete or asphalt, Autostacker is intuitively designed and engineered without complicated installation components or special foundation requirements.

AUTOSTACKER, A BENDPAK COMPANY
Autostacker is more than just a "modern convenience." A division of BendPak Inc., Autostacker arrives with over 50 years of bonafide manufacturing experience behind it. BendPak stands poised as the industry’s most renowned automotive service equipment supplier in the world. Take home the industry’s best product warranties, and enjoy full-time sales and service teams that stand ready to field your calls promptly and mindfully. For increased peace-of-mind and an unmatched service record for five decades and counting, choose BendPak and Autostacker for all your vehicle parking needs.

LOW-PROFILE  •  SLEEK  •  SAFE
Optional multi-unit power unit console available
(Operates up to 14 lifts)

1-888-97-STACK
www.autostacker.com
1645 Lemonwood Drive
Santa Paula, CA 93060

©2019 BendPak Inc. Autostacker is a division of BendPak. Patent pending.

Capacity: 6,000 lbs. (2,722 kg)
INTELLIGENT PARKING
Autostacker’s space-saving design means you can now stack one vehicle above another in the same space typically required for a single parking stall. With the strength to handle loads up to 6,000 pounds and a footprint considerably smaller than other mechanical parking systems, the Autostacker delivers more parking capability space per square inch than any other lift in its class. Despite Autostacker’s overall compact design, it provides a generous 80 inches of underside clearance. Its ability to fit in more places than virtually any other lift makes it an extremely clever space-saving solution.

MAXIMIZE SPACE. MINIMIZE EXPANSION.
Architects and property developers are regularly forced to reduce revenue-generating spaces to accommodate additional vehicle parking. Traditionally, properties are left undeveloped and underutilized because the lack of vehicle parking fails to achieve the maximum parking density required to meet building codes or business needs. Only Autostacker offers your operation the flexibility of using a compact, vertical lifting platform to double your car or truck parking capability literally overnight, either indoors or out. The compact Autostacker reduces the land area required for parking by as much as 50% compared to conventional ramp-style parking garages and lots.

AUTOSTACKER SPECIFICATIONS AND FEATURES

POWER
Standard - Power Unit Console (Single unit operation)
- Motor Voltage: 208-240 VAC / 50/60Hz / 1Ph
- Power Consumption: 1,500 Watts
- Motor Horsepower: 2 HP
- Starting Amps: 25A
- Normal Running Amps: 12-18A
Optional multi-unit power unit console available (Operates up to 14 lifts)

DIMENSIONS
PL-6SR
- Overall Width: 103” (2,620 mm)
- Overall Length: 143” (3,632 mm)
- Platform Length: 124” (3,150 mm)
- Platform Width: 83.75” (2,128 mm)
- Ramp Height (entry): 2” (51 mm)
- Under Clearance on top lock: 81” (2,057 mm)

PL-6SRX (Extra Wide)
- Overall Width: 111” (2,815 mm)
- Platform Width: 91.75” (2,331 mm)

WHAT’S INCLUDED
- Right & Left side scissors superstructure
- Front wheel trough
- Ramp assembly with logo plate
- Lower front tie-bar
- Galvanized decking sections
- Front tire stops
- Power unit control console
- Complete assembly parts package
- Installation and operators manual

OPTIONAL ACCESS PANEL
(SOLD SEPARATELY)

6,000 lb. (2,722 kg) Lifting Capacity

LOW-PROFILE • SLEEK • SAFE
1.888.977.8225 | www.autostacker.com